The sheets should be posted in one piece in A0 format. To get the best result, cut along the line marks as shown below. It’s up to the exhibitor to show it in every possible location.

Take a picture of the installed work and send it to: office@curating.org
The photos of the installations will be collected and published.
"Ask not what you can do for your country. Ask what's for lunch."
(Orson Welles)

WANTED: Somebody to go back in time with me. This is not a joke. P.O. Box 322, Oakview, CA 93022. You'll get paid after we get back. Must bring your own weapons. Safety not guaranteed. I have only done this once before.

"I think children and monster could live together in peace."
(Guillermo Del Toro)

My grandfather always used to say:
"The family is the germ cell of positivism."

"Equations are guides to thinking!"
The last flight of Columbia carried Roundworms (Nematodes; C. elegans) for experiments. They were found alive in the debris after the reentry disaster.

I really don't mind being called a nerd. At least I'm not a nerkle or seersucker.

The Holodeck is for porn

"I'm the universe, bigger and stranger than I can imagine, it's best to meet it with an empty bladder." (John Scalzi, Old Man's War)

Monsignore Wilhelm Imkamp inaugurates the church "Maria Vesperbild" that has been built with 65,000 "Lego"-pieces.
The deep-rooted desire to enhance our work environments with art has already produced plenty of unexpected results. The following pictures reveal a particularly candid insight into the work life of medical staff in the late 1990s. Although a belated appearance in the art world years after its inception, its impact as testimony of a culture and its context is certainly not abated.

The artistic expression and reproduction of ourselves at the office is ultimately always a sexual expression too. If at all - evidence is needed of this basic thesis of materialism, then it can be found at the Hôpital de la Salpêtrière in Paris. The nexus between sexual and material reproduction is certainly more evident at close inspection than at first sight. Our society reproduces itself not just through business and work, but especially whilst eating. Art at places of work can thus be found primarily within canteens, where physical and spiritual recreation (a precursor to any reproduction) occurs most often.

Let's take a closer look at these works by exploring first the artists, who, it shall be noted, will remain anonymous. They would probably prefer to stay that anyway. They are all young men at the beginning of their artistic careers, perhaps in their early to mid-twenties. I cannot say whether a female artist also graces these walls, but the subjects are predominantly male. Further indication supports this assumption, as the neighboring room bears similar paintings as this one - a room which obviously houses occult male rituals. Rituals of initiation are always bizarre and sometimes even dangerous. This is particularly true for the French academic system with its repressive and authoritarian tone that does not leave a lot of room for creativity and individual artistic expression. Poor pressure and creativity thus culminates in the safe environment of the "bistrous" (initiation rituals). Male community is the centre of the raison d'être, the ritual is also tellingly called "inscription au phallus".

But, and this shall be stressed: recipients of these paintings hanging on these walls are not exclusively male and the audience is limited due to the venue, which explains the subjects. Colleagues that are usually assisted by passing them scalps can be seen in enraptured and enchanted poses and expressions giving room to let imaginations of eroticism and post-adolescence run wild.

If this case of subliminal messaging amongst French nurses induces a wavering of the moral forefinger, then consider this: an open and uninhibited confrontation with the subconscious has never hurt anyone. And indeed, Sigmund Freud was a visiting fellow in 1885 for four months, working at the Hôpital de la Salpêtrière as a young doctor. Freud was there to study the connection between hysteria and sexuality from the father of neurology, Jean-Martin Charcot...
THE USSR—CANADA: GOODNEIGHBOURLINESS, COOPERATION AND TRADE

Though the Soviet Union and Canada appear far apart on the map, the only thing that actually divides them is the North Pole.

During the Second World War the USSR and Canada stood together against the fascist menace which threatened the nations. In 1942, our two countries established diplomatic relations. Though the past decades have seen both ups and downs in our relations, we in the Soviet Union remember that back in 1965 Canada was one of the first countries in the West to approve the principles (which our country advanced) of peaceful coexistence among states with different socio-political systems. This helped to promote business and cultural relations between us.

The two countries have concluded important intergovernmental accords, such as the Long-Term Agreement to Facilitate Economic, Industrial, Scientific and Technical Cooperation.

The similar climatic conditions of the two countries enable our scientists to tackle on a joint basis the problems of ecology and the rational use of natural resources.

The USSR and Canada have been cooperating in sea fishing for over 30 years in the northwestern Atlantic. This is one of the most productive areas among the world’s seas and oceans and the use of its fish resources is of special importance both for Canada and the USSR. It is therefore only natural that our first business contacts concerned fishing.

Canada grants foreign ships, including those from the Soviet Union, the right to call at its ports on the Atlantic coast (Saint John’s and Halifax) and the Pacific coast (Vancouver and Prince Rupert). There Soviet fishermen do the necessary maintenance work and take on board drinking water and provisions.

The leading fishing-industry institutes in Moscow, Murmansk and Kaliningrad actively cooperate with the Bedford Institute of Oceanography and the St. John's Fisheries Research Laboratory. Soviet and Canadian scientists study the Atlantic’s resources and give recommendations on the best ways to use them.

The 1981 intergovernmental Soviet-Canadian agreement on cooperation in agriculture offered enormous prospects in this field. The two countries exchange delegations of scientists and specialists, scientific and technological information and samples of seeds and planting stock and conduct joint symposia.

Soviet poultry experts cooperate successfully with the Shaver poultry breeding farms, and seedsmen with Osasco Incorporated. Cooperation covers quite a wide range of problems concerning livestock breeding, plant growing, land utilization, farm mechanization, land improvement and the use of mathematical methods and computers in agriculture.

Soviet-Canadian economic relations have been much more active in recent years. Irregular commercial deals have now given place to planned and stable cooperation on a long-term basis.

Soviet turbines for power stations, farm machinery, “Lada” cars, machine tools and other equipment can often be seen in Canada. Grain and heavy-duty dump trucks are the main items which Canada exports to the Soviet Union. The trade bridge between the two countries is constantly being used. In 1986, the volume of trade exchange reached nearly 1,500 million roubles. But this is by no means all. There are good opportunities for expanding contacts in the oil, gas and timber industries, agriculture, metalurgy, scientific and technological exchanges, etc.

Soviet and Canadian specialists are successfully working in the field of airport construction, enhancing the safety of airliners, developing systems for the prevention of glaze frost and improving on the design of a mobile airfield station.

These are all promising signs for future Soviet-Canadian economic cooperation.
The next thing Mara wanted to tell me about had to do with the stock market. It's all fallen the fuck apart, she said. The kinda free I'd like to see get started down on Wall Street, she said. She'd get the Fed and the Feds confused all down, like there wasn't a difference between the men in suits who came to the time, like there wasn't a difference between the men in suits who came to get you in the middle of the night when there was something suspect in the house and the men in suits who stole the gold and then let it all burn. I told her it was gonna take way longer this time around, no Black Monday, no Black Tuesday, just a bunch of us all rappelling down the graph mountain all at once. She told me to get the bungee cords, because we were gonna jump even if they weren't. Mara wanted to head down to the Seaport to watch for stockbrokers falling out of the sky. It's raining men, she said. Not yet. But anyway we hopped a train and rode down to the center of everything, where all the cameras and long lines of cars with tinted windows and cops on horses went to pay attention to something. What a worthless zip code, a great big fire escape. If any streets can remember traumas it's these streets. This is how I explained the thing to Mara: It's going to happen a lot slower this time, so slow you don't notice, like how people get older and wars get lost. It's vague, I told her, big red numbers that won't mean anything until we've already forgotten what kept happening all month on the news. She said she didn't see how anything was vague. As far as Mara could tell, down at the Stock Exchange, they had a bear, and they had a big room with no roof at all. Nothing vague about that. Bear, no roof.

The next day Mara went out and got herself a brand new set of politics. After that she fell in love with every man she saw in that zip code, but not a one.
Que would happen if, when Du open your computer, finde a message in esta linguar? No, it’s not English. No, it’s German. No, it’s Spanish. No, it’s French. Do not know know the language tu understand? Que happen? Que? 

1. Informatico Network por PME
2. PME Exigentes: juridica, institucional, tecnica
3. Internacionales transferta
4. Informatico network por PME
5. Japan zai un situs de informatico network open. Mit el japoneze coordin, each pays zai presenta a one entry-point for informatico and each Casa Black linees mit el japoneze coordin situs.

6. PME Exigentes: juridica, institucional, tecnica

Este theme regarde alle alle de problems que las PME encuentre in der electrónocommerz juridica, questiones, linguisticas questiones, intellectuales proprietias, (commerciales) taxas, pagamentos, secrets, interconectivides, autenticatio, promoció, bend practica.

3. Internacionales transferta

Telesales esse keufl und sell systems van un specifico industriale sectore waar Du kan merchandel finden, mit autras firmas come in contacto und vostro producto advertise.

Als Du kan voir, de Globalo projecto must varis und serious problemes aborde. Algunos are quick resolutes, autros are more complexad, un ist alrea resolute: el multilinguismo.

Dank asin Europanto, la nueva eurointernazionale linguar, Du can communica mit el mundo entero zonder need de una foreinga linguar te aprende. Hier esse a piccola xavrina van electrónocommerz translate.

Suppose que Du want pizza male in Oslo met italiano mozzarella, greeke anchochefische, und Nederlandse tomatos. Wat necessere?

Eine oven: eine pizzaman, mänge pizzabread und elne computer. Zet your computer on und finde in your Casa Black (Home) aange de enterprises que you prefer in Italia, in Nederland und in Griekenland.

1. Italiana mozzarella:

Mit el computer Du now esse in eine Napoli kaufporto gelaar. Mänge firmas mozzarella sell, Du selecte obviamente de les expenses, aber nombrere que al time must dukan en el price mit las italianos. Andereise, ellos no like. Danke an el work van el Navyanghale Director, Du kan confidencial a contracto moive und bezog. Du wil sure esse de justo producido, al justo momento to receiv.

2. Nederlandse tomatos:

Du now entre en una harsina hollandsa grinehouse. Est abeuzines, couretages, zalade und todos typs van vegetabeles. Selecte los tomatos que prefer aber ne te risque nicht una presso dukan te vragan en el producto. Komme bon bon Nederland, el may eine herberizas habe.

3. Greeke anchochefische:

Surfe naar Griekenland und gelande in eine harsina island harbour. Allà Du kan pleinvent van anchochefische kaufporto also Du begunpren te greekse alphabeto nicht, omdat Du kan direct selecte from los kaufporto bancos el frasche que want. Mit los todos los marchandises Du zal uno contracto to make, be attentif te controlar met qui Du habe affaire. Collecte informaciones circa de intrapresas que Du get in contact bij de locale Commerz Camera, de mucho attentif met el paymento de la marchandisa, super alles met el credito carta pagamento. 

Kwamvo arrive zuback in Oslo, ne forgette pas de farina mit el gis tuer de pizzabread te prepare und uno pizzaman te ense. Once ailes de productos gecommandeerd. Du kan uno posta firma adresse uno uno contracto make en los productos te have envoyado. Aber ne forgette pas de TGV (Tax on el Graded Value) te paye. Op la misma manera, el ist possible your pizzas on-line te adver-

De same kan werk for autras protocoles. Du kan tambien Takesushi in Santiago de Compostela make mit echte Japanese frasche of Nasor Herring in Reykjavik make mit echte islandische rice. Du can also hamburger in Dallas make mit echte britannica gecke cow und fable Swiss Emmental in Singapour geproduceerd. Lo que cuenta ist el Web, el market und clea-

ramente, la linguar.

Este was uno mucho simple exemplo de quanto useful can Europanto esse in der electrónocommerz. Op cette maniera, de multilinguismo problem ist aan de root resolved. No neces-
te traducire, non necessite andere linguar. De PME can zelf in Europanto transactores make und catalogues redigere zonder traduction surutus chaves. Mit una mucho simples cri-
terios, tambien contractos con in Europanto gewritten esse. Even los japanese con mucho qui okmente Europanto maarten porque alrea ellos weten ten menos una europese lingua und if Du weet una europese lingua Du can zonder problemas Europanto undergrappen. En evento met Europanto!
jå!
I found these photos in a family album. It was a relative I had heard about but didn’t really know much about. Catty played baseball from around 1926-1938 and coached until 1955. Then died in 1963 while crossing the street in busy traffic.

Catty and the team pose on a cold day in Chicago, along with their manager, coach, and owners. Back says “So long danny, Chicago 1955”.

The back of this photo says “Hey Slugger,” but Catty never made it.

This photo must be from a significant moment in his career, the back says “dealbreaker, 1938”

His love of the game followed him into retirement. It looks like he became a fan of the SF giants. I wonder who the nose on the right belongs to.
Information doesn’t work!
That’s why we need information workers
But 90% of them are 100% assholes
On the other hand we wouldn’t kick them out of bed for eating crackers.
because we don’t like crackers too much
it’s that type of food that makes information workers grow bigger and bigger
And sometimes we wish Marvin Gaye’s fathers had killed them instead.
Oh my God, we’re getting cynical here...
(But blame it on them bloody information workers)
That we are
More or less
My name is Mr. Swaranjit SINGH

I am a practicing Sikh.

You can tell from my turban and my last name. If you see a man with a turban, it usually means he's a Sikh. All Sikhs also have the last name SINGH – but, not all SINGH are Sikhs.

Our religion is called Sikhism

Do Sikh women wear turbans too?
No – Sikh women do not wear any head covering

Where do Sikhs come from?
We are from the state of Punjab in India and speak the language Punjabi

What do Sikhs believe in?
We believe in one God and do not worship idols.

Sikhism is the fifth largest monotheistic religion in the world, after Islam and Christianity.

We call God “Waheguru,” meaning “the supreme teacher”

We believe that everything God gives us is precious, so we never cut our hair

We believe that men and women are born equal

We also believe in monogamy (having only one wife or husband)

We believe that it is our choice to make our life on earth either heaven or hell

We believe in reincarnation (to be born again) after death

We worship God through prayer, yoga, vegetarian living, and living with respect for mankind. We are a peaceful people and tolerant of others’ religion.

Unfortunately, some Sikhs have been mistaken for terrorists and become targets of hate crimes, including murder

Please take the time to tell at least one other person the truth about Sikhs!

Thank you for your time

Any sufficiently advanced statistic is indistinguishable from magic
You might be able to prove every conceivable statement about numbers within a system by going outside the system in order to come up with new rules and axioms, but by doing so you'll only create a larger system with its own unprovable statements.

Please attempt to understand this work in the way we intended

"Hermeneutic Imperative III"

For every girl who is tired of acting weak when she is strong, there is a boy tired of appearing strong when he feels vulnerable. For every boy who is burdened with the constant expectation of knowing everything, there is a girl tired of people not trusting her intelligence. For every girl who is tired of being called over-sensitive, there is a boy who fears to be gentle, to weep. For every boy for whom competition is the only way to prove his masculinity, there is a girl who is called unfeminine when she competes. For every girl who throws out her E-Z-Bake oven, there is a boy who wishes to find one. For every boy struggling not to let advertising dictate his desires, there is a girl facing the ad industry's attacks on her self-esteem. For every girl who takes a step toward her liberation, there is a boy who finds the way to freedom a little easier.
The Telecommunications History Group, Inc.

The Telecommunications History Group, Inc. (THG) is a non-profit organization funded by membership dues, research fees, grants and endowments. The mission of the organization is to serve as a public resource for the history and role of communications in the United States, and to preserve and publicize the heritage of the telecommunications industry in our society.

The organization promotes a broad humanistic understanding of the science of telecommunications and its role in our culture. The primary audiences served include school children, teachers, students and scholars, researchers, and the general public.

The THG ARCHIVES & MUSEUM

Headquarters for THG is in Denver, and it serves as a center for education and learning that furthers the understanding of the history, cultural context, and applications of telecommunications. The THG archives hold a research treasure of telephone directories dating from 1879 through the present. They also include significant photographs, business documents and manuscripts relating to the role and the history of telecommunications in our world. The Denver museum is housed in the historic Mountain States Telephone building in the downtown theater district, and presents a graphic timeline of the people, procedures, and equipment used to provide communications services to the Rocky Mountain Region.

The MUSEUM OF COMMUNICATIONS

THG’s Museum of Communications in Seattle, Washington features one of the nation’s finest collections of working telecommunications equipment. The artifacts displayed include central office switches, telegraph machines, telegraph sets, switchboards, toll transmission gear and subscriber telephone equipment. Both self-guided and docent led tours are available. It is located approximately 1½ miles north of the Museum of Flight in Seattle’s industrial area.

7000 East Marginal Way South, Seattle, Washington (WA) 98108, USA
Telephone 206-767-3012

The Museum of Communications
Seattle, Washington
monochrom's

Campaign For The Abolition Of Personal Pronouns

One personal pronoun is enough to address men, women, whatever lies between, and any lifeform capable of producing something like language. It should still be possible to identify people by their sex, but only as a linguistic exception, not in everyday life.

We have to define a new personal pronoun! There have been faint-hearted attempts, but there is room for radical improvement. Minds matter, not reproductive glands.

http://www.monochrom.at/pronoun/

(Thanks for everything, lain!)

Du bist ein Kind eines reichen Universums.
RFID
by monochrom

Users, there's trouble ahead
I said users, it is totally sad
But users, the future lies in your hand
Cause it's all about surveillance

Comrades, you don't know what I mean
We'll see, there's new tech on the scene
Comrade comrades, stand up fight for your right
There's a need for your experience

It's fun to hack the RFID
It's fun to hack the RFID
Technology is just a matter of choice
You can microwave all their toys

It's fun to hack the RFID
It's fun to hack the RFID
They want to store everything about you
But there's plenty of things you can do

Omgape, it's the way to resist
I said omgape, let's call it "digital fist"
Omgape, there's not much time left
For civil disobedience

Awesome, there's a lot we can share
Awesome, let's destroy the nightmare
I said awesome, a million lines of code
We just need the right compiler

It's fun to hack the RFID
It's fun to hack the RFID
They use it in passports and cellphones you buy
But fuck it, it's all a lie

RFID, you'll find it at the supermarket
No folks, zap them all by yourself
Put your pride on the shelf
Hack it, fuck it, hack it, fuck it
Hack it, Fuck it, hack it, fuck it

(lyrics: YMCA)

Written and performed at 23CC (23rd Chaos Communication Congress) in December 2006 in Berlin as part of monochrom's "Futur-Melodicon Combi-Quad!"

---

UNCUT/UNCENSORED Horror, sleaze, cult and sexploitation imports, rarities & bizarre films on VHS, Psychoelic & X-rated erotic horror, S&M, B&D, fetish and fantasy films. 100's of infamous and obscure titles.

Send S3 and signed over-18 statement for updated catalog to
PHANTOM VIDEO
Dept. F
P.O. Box 7301
Jupiter, Florida 33469

PHANTOM VIDEO

---

CITY OF DURBAN
UNDER SECTION 37 OF THE DURBAN BEACH BY-LAWS THIS BATHING AREA IS RESERVED FOR THE SOLE USE OF MEMBERS OF THE WHITE RACE GROUP

STAD DURBAN
HIERDIE BAIGEBIED IS INGEVOLE ARTIKEL 37 VAN DIE DURBANSE STRANDVERVOORNeming, Dié Strand-Of Die Uitsluitlike Gebruik VanDie Lege Van Die Blanke RasGroepe

IDOLOOBA LASETEHKWINI
NGAPHANIS KWEZICABA 37 SOMTHETHO
WAMABISHI ASETHETHWA LENKDLO
ICCINELWE UKUSETSHENZISWA
NGAMA MUNCU OHLANGA OLOMHLAPE

We've got what it takes to really move your cube!!

CUBE LUBE™

Even if you've got all the right moves, sometimes the cube can be tough to move. And that's why there's New CUBE LUBE - an incredible lubricant specially formulated for the cube and other mind-boggling puzzles that move.

With CUBE LUBE, your cube twists more freely, turns more easily, changes faces with the kind of lightning speed that can really reduce your time.

And CUBE LUBE is great for all kinds of toys and puzzles with moving parts. Even bikes and cycles roll faster and coast longer with CUBE LUBE.

Send for some today!
Because until you try it, you just don't know how fast you can go.

---

CUBE LUBE

Just send $2.00 for 12 tubes for the price of 8 tubes.

To: Beague Industries, Inc.
Post Office Box 959
New Palz, NY 12561

Please print clearly:

Name: 
Address: 
City State Zip Age 

(no sales returns or exchanges)

Nothing moves your cube like CUBE LUBE!!